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It was a cold night. The next morning my pony died before he had 
gone, unloaded, 100 ft. up the slope. The Kirghiz thereupon de
clared that their five ponies would also die before reaching the pass and 
refused to allow them to go any farther. They were driven off by one of 
the youths, leaving us with the two donkeys and our second private pony 
which was so weak that it could not carry anything. The entire day 
was spent relaying the loads across the pass, a laborious operation in 
which I could take no active part. ~he next day we managed to make 
another five miles, to the junction of a large side valley. A mile or so 
up this valley there was a small Kirghiz settlement known by the dis
couraging name of Yamen (Bad) Serai. We sent Gyalgen to lay our 
sad case before the inhabitants and to hire from them four yaks to take 
us down to Y olchi Moinak at the northern foot of the range. Though 
he was unarmed they mistook Gyalgen for an official come to com
mandeer some of their flocks. Before this dread invader the male 
population fled into the mountains with their faster animals, leaving 
the sheep, the women and children to his mercy. Gyalgen followed 
them for a weary day and at length managed to half persuade them of 
his innocent intentions. Even so they would not trust themselves to 
his assurances ; instead they handed over a large herd of yaks, telling 
him that he might take them to Y olchi Moinak and leave them with 
their relations there. At Yolchi Moinak we managed to hire two 
camels to take us across the thirty miles of waterless desert to the Opal 
oasis where, once more in a land of plenty, our troubles were at an end. 

RAKAPOSHI 

BY H. W. TILMAN 

Read before the Alpine Club, February 3, 1948 

MIGHT have saved face by calling this paper ' Rakaposhi Recon
naissance,' but I always think too slowly. Donkin sent me a 
reply paid wire asking for the title of this paper which arrived 

when I was busy in the kitchen with an elegant soup, so that I 
scribbled the word Rakaposhi and thought no more about it. 

Rakaposhi lies up in the extreme N .W. corner of India in what was 
until recently the Gilgit Agency. It is only about 2 5 miles N. of Gilgit 
itself from "'rhich it is easily reached in a mere three days. Happily 
it is almost without history. Con way explored the Bagrot nala to the 
S. of it in the almost prehistoric year of I 8gz, and we next hear of it in 
1938 when Messrs. Secord and Vyvyan explored the western approach 
to the mountain and climbed a zo,ooo ft. bump at the extremity of 
the N.W. ridge.l 

1 See A.J. 51. 231, H.J., vol. xi. 156, in which account I think the heights 
are all over-estimated by about zooo ft. 
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Why such· a high and glittering prize, seen by so many travellers and 
so easily reached, should not have-been snatched at before is not very 
clear. At first I attributed this neglect to the 8ooo-m. fetish which 
beset continental climbers in the 'thirties, when anything below this 
was despised, but having seen the mountain myself I think there were 
better reasons for this immunity from attack. Even at this late hour 
Himalayan climbing is still in that rude, happy, and despicable stage 
when no one looks for a hard way up a peak if there is an easy one, 
when the aspirant to fame need not sternly ask himself whether his 
objective is difficult enough to test his skill, courage, and luck, but 
whether it is easy enough to offer a chance of his climbing it. And the 
higher the mountai~ the easier it must be to offer him that chance. 

Until last year ·the mountain was but a name to me and likely to 
remain so. My own less ambitious plans for 1947 were already made 
when, out of the blue, came an invitation to join two experienced Swiss 
mountaineers, Hans Gyr and Robert Kappeler, who were going to the 
Himalaya under the regis of the 'Swiss Foundation for Mountain 
Exploration,' a young but nevertheless respectable body, though rather 
prone to advance publicity. It is a rash marksman who calls his shots, 
announces which particular cocoa-nut he is shying at the wise man 
keeps his own counsel. Similarly, when going to the Himalaya one 
should not broadcast one's intentions, for after the event it is not so easy 
to turn an unsuccessful attempt into a reconnaissance. However, in the · 
matter of publicity I must not throw stones. Have we not our own 
Everest Committee ? 

Although by the time I accepted this invitation all the food and 
equipment had been got I was asked to go to Zurich to cast an eye over 
it. Without immodesty I think we can claim to have had as much 
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experience of high climbing as anyone ; I was therefore surprised to 
find that in the most important matter of tents advantage had not 
been taken of our experience. The Meade pattern tent with ' zip ' or 
' sleeve' entrance has stood the test of several Everest expeditions and 
many others, but the Swiss seemed not to know of it and had taken as 
their model a French tent, shaped like a coffin but less simple in con
struction and far less easy to get into. By having a fly it became 
unnecessarily complicated and the door fastenings were likely not to be 
proof against hard-driven snow. For economy's sake (a sound motive) 
the porters' tents were borrowed from the Swiss Army and they were 
quite unsuited for our purpose. The material was thick and heavy, 
the poles were long, heavy, unjointed alpenstocks, and there was a door 
at either end secured only with buttons. ·one door in a tent is an 
unfortunate necessity, two are a disaster. Hannibal, or at any rate 
Napoleon, had no doubt used a similar type. For these I substituted 
a Logan (the Alaska pattern tent), which in many ways is as good as the 
lVIeade, and also took three of my own Meade tents. 

The other items were all good of their kind, in which there was little 
to criticise except the variety and the quantity. N othiilg had been 
forgotten, except the great doctrine of' The Minimum,' which, though 
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it had been heard of, was not regarded as inspired revelation not lightly 
to be departed from ; which, of course, was as much of a shock to me 
as it has been to other prophets who have found their teaching ignored. 
I affected some trifling reduction but I 'vas in the position of guest, or 
at least paying guest, and it is not easy to set about one's host's furniture, 
throwing an armchair or an occasional table out of the window on the 
slender grounds of superfluity. That I had not been ruthles·s was 
evident when we reached India, where at Karachi, Abbottabad, and 
Gilgit we left behind a telltale line of dumps. 

We were all fitted with specially made boots with ' Sparta ' rubber 
soles which most Swiss climbers, amateur and professional, seem now 
to swear by . . We thought them unduly heavy (my ' nines' weighed 
5! lb.) ; they took a long time to break in and at first weighed as heavily 
on my mind as they did on my feet. Secord, on the other hand, who 
joined us in a hurry, had a lighter pair' off the peg,' which, by the time 
he left, -vvere beginning to come to pieces. I think the moulded rubber 
sole is very suitable for the Himalaya. With no iron in the boot the 
chances of cold feet and frostbite should be lessened, while for boulder
hopping, in ·which most of one's time in the Himalaya is spent, they are 
supreme. They grip well on ice or snow, and though I thought they 
did not bite quite so well when kicking in hard snow this may have been 
due to diminishing leg power. For this country I should say they are 
unnecessary (except for landladies' carpets), and possibly a menace. 
One item new to me was a canvas boot-cover reaching well up the ankle 
which if well fitted kept the boot dry even in wet snow, a benefit of the 
greatest value in the Himalaya. In spite of my protests that they 
would not be used, ski and crampons were taken, the latter of~ specia!ly 
light alloy with short points. I suppose one must be content to have 
these prickly nuisances in one's baggage as an insurance policy against 
meeting with a long stretch of very hard snow on the final bid for the 
top, for below that steps must be cut anyway to safeguard the porters. 
Ski in the Himalaya in summer are no more indispensable than skates, 
but it was not until Gilgit was reached that my Swiss friends became 
resigned to the truth of this. 

Food, of course, is a subject of ever increasing interest, and since our 
ideas · of what is an adequate diet now have to be readjusted almost 
monthly I expect to be heard with patience. Today we complain of 
lack of variety, but on Rakaposhi I could have borne with less variety 
and a lot more simplicity. Many people, the Swiss .amongst them, 
believe in a highly organised food-box system. In a generous but futile 
endeavour to please everyone a little of everything and the quantities 

. are of necessity little is put up· in so-lb. boxes, one of which is supposed 
to feed so many men for so many days, all neatly stencilled and with a 
list of the contents and dose to be taken pasted inside the lid. The 
quantity of each item being small, the tins, bottles and cartons are the 
more numerous, so that of our so-lb. boxes only about 30 lb. was edible 
matter. Naturally the most desirable things are soon spotted, with the 
result that by the end of a week or two one . is left with a number of 
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rifled cases, like honeycombs from which all the honey has been ex
tracted and about as eatable. No one ever contemplated, much less 
tried, living on a box for the stipulated number of days ; it was the sort 
of experiment I should not care to ~ee tried, even on a rat. The com
pilers of these boxes are like the compilers of anthologies, assuming 
seemingly that no one knows what he likes or that at high altitudes the 
mind is too sluggish to decide and the body too feeble to pile the fruit 
of his decision into a rucksack. The Swiss were remarkable for their 
devotion to a food beverage with the sinister name of Ovosport and even 
committed the solecism of mixing it with their tea. We had all the 
known aids to comfort and well being, which can well be believed when 
I say there were about twenty species of food and over forty varieties, 
or perhaps I should say forty chemical combinations, for there was a 
whiff of the laboratory about some of them. As usual these failed of 
their effect ; the Swiss had complaints ranging from boils to k~ee, 
stomach and eye trouble, Secord had a consumptive cough, and I 
had mountaineer's foot inability at times to put one in front of the 
other. 

At this point readers may rudely ask how far it is to Rakaposhi and 
when we are likely to get there, but when we do arrive there is not 
much to tell and before we do I must touch on one oth~r matter. Very 
early the Swiss were canvassing the idea of flying to Gilgit, ourselves 
and our kit, which, by the way, would have had to have been dropped 
since the Gilgit airfield only receives small planes. One sound reason 
for this novel departure was that communal trouble at Abbottabad in 
the Hazara district a very disturbed area then might prevent us 
starting at all, but, that apart, they were anxious to save time, in par
ticular Kappeler, who regarded every day not spent in climbing as a 
day wasted. ,J think this is a mistake. In the first place no one who 
wants to climb much should go to the Himalaya, where he will climb very 
little. Secondly, the time spent in the approach march, be it only a 
week or as much as three weeks, is in my opinion time well spent. It 
may prove to be the only enjoyable part of the. trip ; the body has a 
chance to accustom itself to new conditions and acquire a little fitness ; 
one gets to know the porters who in turn become familiar with tents 
and gear generally, and learn where everything is packed and the best 
way of packing it. Lastly it is our old friend the thin edge of the wedge. 
I have quoted elsewhere the Bengali proverb that the sight of a horse 
makes the traveller lame and I have some fear that the sight of an aero
plane may make the mountaineer think. To see an aeroplane accom
plishing in 4 hours a journey which may take him nearly three weeks 
of toil and sweat is bound to give rise to thought whetller the time 
spent is justified ; whether (if he is not a reactionary) it is not his duty 
to spare the oppressed coolies staggering along behind him the tribute 
of toil and sweat which his longer purse commands ; or, more pointedly, 
whether it is not his duty to spare himself a little toil and sweat, which, 
of course, strikes at the very root of our religion. Resist the beginnings, 
is a well tried maxim. The further away from the mountains we can 
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keep the aeroplane the berter, a sentiment with which even pilots will 
not quarrel. _ 

After a di~couraging reply to our first application we heard no more 
about it and I was happy to think we should hear no more. But 
' beware what you ask,' as the Chinese proverb has it, ' lest it be 
granted.' Probably as the result of wire pulling (Secord, who was in 
the R.l\..F. during the war, pulled to some purpose), one hot night on 
Rawalpindi station I was handed a telegram from the Government of 
India which offered to fly us and our kit to Gilgit for a consideration .. 
So considerable was this consideration that I had to get off the train to 
think about it. Finally I refused on grounds of cost, but a week later, 
when our transport was ready and we were about to start, another tele
gram came to say that the cost would be reconsidered and that I should 
see the R .A.F. at Peshawar to arrange the packing of loads. Mercifully, 
Gyr, who by then had joined me, agreed that it was now too late, so 
we turned it down and plodded off behind our twenty mules. The 
few days spent at Abbottabad were marked by nightly fires in the Hindu 
bazaar and bomb explosions. The Moslem theory was that the Hindu 
traders, having insured their stock, started the fires themselves and 
were thus able to depart unencumbered to collect the insurance the 
other end. , 

We travelled by the Kagan valley and the Babusar pass ( 1 3 ,ooo ft.) 
which is little known and deserves to be better known. Towards the 
end of May there was no snow on the pass but a lot of bad drifts this 
side of it. We had with us four Sherpas all unknown to me, of whom 
only one had been on a high mountain before. At Gilgit, which was 
reached on June 5, we were warmly received. and entertained by the 
Political Agent, Colonel R. N. Bacon, who, with his wife, did all in 
their power to assist us, and also by all the other European officials. 
We proposed starting for the mountain on the 8th, and on the 6th, 
returning to Colonel Bacon's house from the bazaar where I had been 
buying food, I fell over a vast rucksack on the verandah which I im
mediately concluded was Secord's. Until then we were not sure 
whether he would join us or not, for although he works in a Govern
ment office his time is not his own. He had left London on the 
Sunday and here he was in Gilgit on Friday. 

Practically all we knew of the mountain was based on Secord's 
knowledge and the photos he had taken in 1938. Our original plan 
~as to reconnoitre the Bagrot nala leading to the S. and E. ridges, the 
Dainyor nala, and finally the J aglot nala whence Secord had started : 
according to him the N. face could be written off as too steep. Quite 
apart from climbing the mountain this was a fairly big programme, 
particularly as I had arranged to leave for Kashgar at the end of July, 
when Secord's time toe· would be up. To split up would not have 
been satisfactory since none of us knew each other's standard and two 
were strange to the Himalaya. But on the way to Gilgit we came.not 
unwillingly to the conclusion that the Bagrot nala was too remote from 
the summit, while a glimpse we got up the Dainyor nala, revealing 
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nothing but rock and ice of horrid steepness, gave us a good excuse 
for ignoring that. We therefore decided to gamble on finding a route 
on the western ~ide from the head or heads of the J aglot nala. where 
from photographs there seemed to be three possible ways, S.ecord's 
N.W. ridge, the S.W. spur, and the glacier, or rather icefall, lying 
between them, called by locals the Biro Gamuk. 

Secord, when he arrived, approved of this plan, so the next thing 
was to find porters to carry two months' stores and supplies up the 
J aglot nala. ~olonel Bacon opened negotiations by telephone with 
the Mirs of Hunza and Nagar who, in a laudable endeavour to do the 
best for their-subjects, stuck out for Rs.3 a day. '!!his rate, which 
our Sherpas serving a thousand miles from their homes were :also 
receiving, I thought too much, so when the C.O. of the Gilgit Scouts 
suggested that he should call for volunteers from his men I gladly 
accepted. All volunteered, fifteen were selected, and I must say.they 
did us well. For marching, load carrying, and ready cheerful obedience 
these men were hard to beat. Two easy marches brought us to Jaglot 
village lying high above the left bank of the Hunza river which has to 
be crossed by a rope bridge. On this bridge the Sherpas cut .a poor 
figure, all of them having to have their loads carried across and one of 
them, the Sirdar, having to be carried over himself. 

The third day found us at the Darakush alp which was Secord's base 
camp in 1938. A better one in almost every respect I have yet to see, 
.for it is a flat, roomy sward with a small stream running through it, 
_surrounded by birch trees interspersed with great boulders which 
·afford ready bivouacs, so situated that -while reclining on the grass in 
this perfect setting one looks out upon the summit itself, the long, flat 
N.W. ridge, and the broken, heavily corniced S.W. spur to the right . 

. A high moraine r~ght in front obscured all but the upper part of the 
icefall of the Biro Glacier which lies between these two ridges. The 
one serious drawback .to this base camp was its height, a hare IJ,aao ft. 
·On most high mountains one can usually achieve a flying start from a 
base at 17,ooo ft. or r8,ooo ft., to ·which even local porters can carry, 
but to attain such a modest height on Rakaposhi involved serious climb
ing. The valleys are all ,very low; the northern and western slopes, 
for example, in a distance of seven miles, fall straight to the valley of 
the Hunza river running at a level of only six or seven thousand feet. 

Examining mountain photographs on a restaurant table after a good 
dinner with a view to route findil).g is like playing Snakes and Ladders 
·and no mpre profitable ; the ladders by which one climbs are so direct 
and obvious, while the winding snakes of pride, anger, covetousness, 
.which compel qne to start afresh, are so readily ignored. Secord, who 
had seen the N.W. ridge from its western extremity, condemned ·it on 
account of the steep drop to the ridge from his peak and the long· 
stretch of knife edge which followed, and I admit that his photograph 
did not flatter it. Nor did that of the S.W. spur look much better, 
but the icefall, on the other hand, looked almost inviting. True, the 
·upper part was hidden, for our scientists, bless them, have. no~ yet 
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produced a camera which can see round corners,. and most of the 
visible portion was threatened with hanging ice cliffs on both sides ; 
but we thought that by steering a strictly middle course there might be 
safety. _ 

Our first day then, while the Scouts brought the remainder of the 
loads up from Jaglot village, was devoted to a reconnaissance of the 
icefall. It was far more broken than the camera had thought, and 
500 ft. up we were brought to a stand. Next day, while the others 
tried the right bank, myself and a Sherp~ made a high and wide detour 
on the left and finally reach"ed a rock island at about 16,ooo ft. which we 
had marked down as a possible base. The route was not free from 
danger frorp. above, the ice near the island was even more broken and 
distorted than below, and the upper part and its junction with the S.W. 
ridge was still hidden. Furthermore, one of the other party, which 
did not get very far, had come within the whiff and wind of a sizeable 
avalanche, so that the ' corridor ' route, as we called it, began to find 
critics.· ' Corridor ' was an apt name, for it undoubtedly led some
where, it was narrow, and, like other corridors, the Polish for example, 
it was" liable to interruption from both sides. 

While this route was thus falling into disfavour we began casting 
glances over our left shoulders at the N.W. ridge where some of us 
fancied we could see a way of cutting out Secord's peak and the knife
edge section by climbing direct to the ridge well on the summit side 
of this difficulty ; certainly, from such a point the way to the plateau 
and thence to the top looked plain sailing. However, there was still 
the far side of the S.W. spur to examine (the spur cotJld not be reached 
from the Biro side) so we devoted a day to walking round the foot of it 
until we could see up the glacier (the I{unti) lying between it and the 
S.W. ridge. We saw enough to determine us to give it a trial, leaving 
the ' short cut ' to the N .W. ridge to the last as a forlorn hope, and since 
the Scouts were due to go down in a f.ew days we .made haste. to shift 
everything round to a new base camp on the right bank of the Kunti 
Glacier. It was neither sylvan nor pastoral like Darakush, but, more 
to the point, it was nearly 14,ooo ft. up. 

By way of a steep snow gully we succeeded in reaching the S.W. 
spur at approximately 17,ooo ft., a climb which took us about four hours 
when carrying loads ; our plan was to put a camp there with enough 
stores to enable another camp to be pushed further along the ridge to a 
point from which two of us could make another reconnaissance ; we 
could not see the ridge properly from below on this side, but we knew 
of at least one doubtful place where a long drop led ultimately to a very 
steep crevassed snow face crowned by a snow dome which was guarded -
by an ice cliff. This dome was known to us as the Monk's Head .. 
Two days were spent in load carrying. At this time Kappeler was 
going ·well, Gyr and I were slower, while Secord was suffering from a 
too sudden transition from office desk to mountain. On June 20 we 
camped on the ridge with two Sherpas. A calm, sunny evening, which 
encouraged us to stand about outside watching the shadows deepen on 
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Nanga Parbat, gav~ no hint of next day's weather. It was a dirty morn
ing, so we left the loads and started up the long steep snow slope which 
rose immediately above the camp to have a look at the ridge. The 
weather worsened, visibility became bad, so back we went to the tents and 
thence down to the base leaving the tents standing. 

The weather continued unsettled. In the Alps, where time is usually 
limited, it is difficult to sit still for a spell, but in the Himalaya, where 
time is measured in months rather than weeks, there is no excuse during 
bad weather for impatient activity and every excuse for complete idle
ness. Instead of lying at earth ransacking the food boxes for hidden 
treasures we kept on carrying loads, so that when we reoccupied the 
camp on June 24 there were enough stores for a full scale attempt 
though we had yet no idea whether the route would go. From one 
point of view it was satisfactory to find that the gully had avalanched 
during our brief absence, but it meant that all our steps had to be 
remade. The 24th was a gloriously fine day and a critical one. Our 
plan was still to establish a camp for two Europeans along the ridge 
from which they could explore further, so we set out carrying about 
15-lb. loads ourselves and the Sherpas 30 lb. We were not very long 
in climbing the snow slope and reaching the point marked 19,470 ft. 
on the map, though no amount of tapping could persuade our alti
meters to confirm this. We had two, whose readings were remarkably 
consistent, but they seemed to feel the effects of altitude les~ than we 
did and usually lagged behind us by a thousand or so feet. From this 
point the ridge stretched away more or less horizontally. It was 
corniced and in the distance it appeared to terminate in a horn over
hanging space like a question mark. We were climbing on two ropes 
with a Sherpa in the middle of each. ,Gyr, who was leading my rope 
and apparently allowing ample room and scope for the cornice, ·sud
denly put his outside foot through and a large chunk of ridge disap
peared. I was thankful to see him retain his equanimity and his 
status quo. without much help from his second. 

As we drew nearer, the question mark assumed a still more question
ing shape ; it looked like a rhino's horn one which would qualify for 
inclusion in Rowland Ward's big game records viewed from a flank. 
With one accord we dumped our loads. By midday we had reached 
the foot of the horn which was guarded by a spacious crevasse bridged 
on the outside, that is, on the crest of the ridge. There we had lunch
' a full belly and then to business,' as the Duke of Wellington used to 
say before battle. It seemed to be my turn to lead, at least no one dis
puted it, and having crossed the bri4ge (a frail link, I thought) I was 
in a position to appreciate the full beauty of the route. The horn con
sisted of a vast cornice curling out over space on the left, while the 
convex side was extremely steep ; if one took too high a line one would 
fall through, if tO'o low one would fall off. Owing to the steepness and 
softness of the snow I had to shovel it away with both arms to burrow 
out a sort of communication trench. My mild protests were drowned 
in cries of encouragement from behind. Having rounded the horn 
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and gained a gap beyond it one looked down into the abyss on the left 
and ahead along zoo ft. of knife edge ridge of loose rock covered with 
snow. The Sherpa behind me, having taken a quick look at this, said 
that he was going back, and since this seemed to me quite a sensible 
thing to do I was not prepared to argue about ·it. We did some 
juggling with the rope in order to detach the Sherpas and sent them back 
to the foot of the horn in charge of Kappeler. While this was going 
on I had leisure to survey the scene and, looking back, noticed that a 
section of my trench had disappeared. No one could have been on it 
at the time or their absence would have occasioned remark. When the 
snow had been scraped off the rock the knife edge presented no difficulty, 
so presently we were all assembled at the far end thoughtfully con
templating a steep drop, and beyond, still more than half a mile away, 
the slopes of the Monk's Head. 

All of us agreed that as a route it was no go, so after an interval for 
photography we started for home, Having slept on it I was. still of the 
same mind, but. Secord proposed that we should try this route, carrying 
our own loads in default of the Sherpas who firmly declined. His 

· main argument was that it was our only chance, certainly a cogent 
reason but not a good one for using an unsound route, While the 
route, I thought, was well enough as an incident in a climb it was a 
dangerous route over which to make several journeys carrying loads ; 
yesterday we had had ideal conditions, but in worse weather or after 
fresh snow it would be very different. Moreover, all beyond was 
doubtful and eyen if we got to the top of the Monk's Head we were still 
nowhere near the upper and easier part of the mountain. We were 
not a strong enough party to carry camps over such a long route, and 
the chances of success-were too slim to justify the attempt. There 
was a long discussion, but finally we went down, the other two Sherpas 
having by then come up as arranged. We took everything in one 
carry the lightest load, probably mine, being so lb., and the heaviest 
over 100 lb. · 

That night there was a violent storm in which a foot or more of snow 
fell. In the morning it was still snowing but Gyr and I set out for 
Darakush with two Sherpas, both of us being anxious to put the ' short 
cut ' to the test, for that really was our last chance. The other two 
remained behind to investigate a possible pass over the S .W. ridge leading 
to the Dainyor nala. At Darakush it was raining hard, and still raining 
the following morning when Gyr and I started up the long scree slope, 
now snow-covered, which led to a wide bay at the bottom of the N.W. 
ridge. Well to the summit side of Secord's knife edge section a great 
snow slope, almost a hanging glacier, flanked by ice cliffs on the near 
side, fell steeply from the top of the ridge almost to the foot. From 
this the avalanche which ·alarmed the first ' corridor ' party had fallen, 
but if it could be reached it led directly to the ridge and to a very 
advantageous point on the ridge, which itself appeared, both to the eye 
and camera, easier and shorter than the S .W. spur. The ability of the 
camera to lie, or at least to leave much unsaid and to soften reality, I 
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have already spoken of, but the eye is just as fallible. Our eyes and 
consequently our judgment were repeatedly at fault on Rakaposhi. 
Whether it was owing to long absence from big mountains, innate 
stupidity, or local conditions, I cannot say, but we were continually 
deceiving ourselves in the matter of angles. The profile of a slope 
should be an infallible guide, but a slope which we knew by experience 
to be 50°, when seen in profile looked less than 30° ; perhaps my 
scientific friends can explain this as they can everything else. 

When we reached the bay, which proved to be a rock cirque cleft by 
several gullies, Gyr discovered that what he justly called his 'glare 
glasses' had been left behind, like the Dutchman's anchor, so that he 
was forced to retire. I pushed on through deep soft snow to the higher 
eastern corner of the bay where a shallow gully, almost a ledge, led 
to the upper part of a small tributary glacier descending from the big 
snow slope. About soo ft. up there was a convenient site for a tent 
under a large overhanging serac, whence by cutting down the outer 
edge of the serac one could reach the glacier some 20 ft. below. After a 
day (we were still impatient) to give the snow time to settle Gyr and I 
went up with a tent. From the start the route impressed itself most 
unfavourably on our two Sherpas. Miniature avalanches, and 
avalanches that were not so miniature, hissed down the several gullies 
from the slopes of the ridge into the bay all too frequently, and on the. 
way down from our glte one of the Sherpas. came unstuck in the shallow 
gully to finish up in the middle of the bay. 

That night it snowed and in the .. morning it wa~ still snowing, so 
down we went. Two days later we · tried again. The Sherpas' first 
impressions were confirmed by avalanches falling b~fore and behind 
us even m<:>re frequently than before, and particularly by one of some 
weight which roared down from another gully right at the foot of our 
own. Next morning, July 3, when Gyr and I dropped down on to the 
little tributary glacier by steps already cut, we were blessed with a fine 
day. The glacier had been swept bare by avalanches but the slope 
was gradual, so that we proceeded rapidly until we got below a rock wall 
where. the snow lay waist deep. To avoid this we took to the rock 
which led us by steep climbing to a rock and snow rib beckoning 
invitingly upwards. It needs a strong mind to throw away height 
laboriously gained . . We stuck to the rib arid thereby made a mistake, 
for having forsaken the tributary glacier we now found the way on to· 
the snow slope barred by ice cliffs. I shall not describe the climb 
whic.h followed ; no one is likely to wish to repeat it, and we have been 
on the mountain long enough. Sufficient to ~ay that it was arduous 
and at times, I thought, perilous, but by two o'clock we had got above 
the ice cliffs, reached the snow slope,-and gained the crest of the N .W. 
ridge at a height, we judged, of about 2o,ooo ft. The Hunza valley 
lay spread at our feet, or rather, 13,ooo ft. below them, but of more 
moment was the view eastwards along the ridge. A quarter of a mile 
away, what had appeared from below to be an easy rock step now took 
shape as a formidable gendarme ; if our minds needed making up this 
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was decisive, though I think both of us had tacitly decided that this 
route too was no good . Try as one might there was no ignoring the 
fact that at the start the avalanche danger was considerable, and though 
our line of ascent would not have to be taken the alternative line straight 
up the snow slope was not a route up which one could take porters with 
a clear conscience. We descended it direct and found it devilish steep 
and the snow uncertain. We reached the tent at five o'clock to be 

' 

greeted· by the strident roar of an avalanche coming down the same 
offel}ding gully. We packed up, waited till dark, and then stumbled . 
down to Darakush to find our companions and to .. extingujsh their last 
~ope. They had found a way over into the Dainyor nala, and pre
sently thither we went by a very enjoyable pass. What we saw at the 
head of the Dainyor Glacier was not encouraging enough to · detain us, 
so back we came to J aglot village to retrieve our stores, by a route which 
was really only suitable for bears or sheep stealers. 

That, so far as concerned the original party,was the end of Rakaposhi. 
Our subsequent journey up a gla~ier, which though marked on the map 
' unexplored ' is drawn in with some attention to detail, is another story 
and also a story of failure ; for the pass at its head, whence I, at length 
free from care, was to head lightheartedly northwards to Kashgar, 
Secord to bend his weary steps westward to Chitral, and the Swiss 
S . to Gilgit, did not in fact exist. · 

Before summing up I should like to pay tribute to my companions 
who bore with singular patience a certain amount of dictation. French 
or German have I none, neither is my English pure nor clear, but in 
spi.te of, or perhaps because of, theselanguage barriers and the disap
pointme~t all felt at accomplishing so little, though they may have been 
thought, very few hard words were spoken. I think one of our mis
takes was in attempting the mountain too early in the season, which 
was largely my fault for having arranged to leave for Kashgar in late 
July. If one of them is a big mountain, two objectives in one season 
are too much. Whether either of our routes would be easier later is 
doubtful, but they would be less dangerous. Though the weather of 
July was by no means perfect it was better than in June, while later in 
the year there would be less snow to come off and perhaps the cornices 
would be less formidable. 

Our ignoring of all other routes and our gamble on the western 
approach seems to have been justified, for in August Gyr and Kappeler 
had a look at the N. side and the Bagrot nala, and I was relieved to 
hear that in their opinion our approach, 'such as it is, is the only one. 
Had we stuck to our first plan of reconnoitring every side we should 
have got nowhere, for in the Himalaya it seems impossible to say 
·whether a route will go without trying it, to do which on a high moun
tain takes a long time. Judgment is, perhaps, the greatest mountain
eering asset of all, and our lack of judgment in finding routes repeatedly 
confirmed the truth of our President's dictum that in the Himalaya 
you must rub your nose in a place before saying whether it will go or not. 

Whether ·our judgment in abandoning the two routes we tried was 
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equally faulty I cannot say. Who shall draw the line between pusil
lanimity and prudence ? Prudence, as Dr. Johnson tells us,' quenches 
that ardour of enterprise, by which everything is done that can claim 
praise or admiration, and represses that generous temerity which often 
fails and often succeeds.' To which I shall add that in mountaineering 
one man's prudence is another man's poison. · 
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AN ASCENT OF CHOMIOMO 

BY T .. H. TILLY 

Read before the Alpine Club, April 6, 1948 

URING the .last two years of the war, many mountaineers were 
stationed in Delhi and others visited the various headquarters 
there from time to time. There is a freemasonry amongst 

climbers and it was not long before a flourishing circle had been 
formed. The Himalayan Club, which gave us a cordial welcome and 
elected many of us to membership, was a focus from which radiated 
small bands of enthusiasts with eyes set hopefully above and beyond 
the prevailing squalor. It was a time, above all, when the unifying 
influence and experienced guidance of such a club could give, and 
probably did give, both in quality and in value, in greater measure 
that at any other period during its history. Instructors, past and 
present, of the R.A.F. Mountain Centre in Kashmir formed a nucleus, 
and .most of the British climbing clubs were represented, including 
a few members of the Alpine Club and a number who. subsequently 
became members. 

!n the -~imalaya, as elsewhere, the coincidence of ignorance and 
enthusiasm is apt to be perilous, and it was therefore all the more 
fortunate that Lt.-Col. C. R. Cooke, O.B.E., was in Delhi at that time 
and willing, indeed anxious to place his great experience at our disposal, 
as well as, with Mrs. Cooke, giving much delightful hospitality. Th~s 
is my 'opportunity to pay a belated tribute of gratitude. 

It was largely due to Col. Cooke, an expert on the subject of Sikkim, 
that we went there in July 1.945 for a month. It was represented to 
us, with justice, that to leave . India without having paid a short visit, 
at least, to Sikkim would be to banish the PrinGe of Denmark from the 
Himalayan Hamlet. So we, Wilfrid Noyce, Gordon Whittle, George 
Crosby and I, planned a brief journey to the valley of Lhonak in north
western Sikkim. We were to travel as tourists anxious to see the sights, 
though other, and slightly more ambitious projects were not to be 
excluded. We had to be content with monsoon leave. In the summer 
season there was no prospect of being granted the full year's allotment 
of 28 days' leave, and in wartime one cannot, without a reasonable 
prospect of a court martial on return, calmly wire f~r more leave if 
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